Abstract-Load forecasting is considered vital along with many other important entities required for assessing the reliability of power system. Thus, the primary concern is not to forecast load with a novel model, rather to forecast load with the highest accuracy. Short-term load forecast accuracy is often hindered due to various load impacting factors. Two of the major impacting factors are day-ahead weather forecast and subsequent variation in electricity demand that is independent of weather. To tackle the uncertainty in short-term load forecasting, this paper presents a neural network-based load forecasting technique for short-term horizon based on data corresponding to a U.S. independent system operator. With the real life data, a better understanding of forecasting error is carried out while further identifying the time periods when the load is supposedly to be over-or under-forecast.
I. INTRODUCTION
Accurate load forecasting is vital to both the electric industry as well as smooth operation and planning of a utility company. Load forecasting is not something new, and it dates back to late 1960s when the first paper on load forecasting techniques was published [1] . Today, load forecasting has become an integral part of planning for more than just utilities; system operators, energy suppliers, financial institutions, and participants in the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity have a vested interest in load forecast accuracy. Based on time-scale [2] , load forecast can be broadly classified into three main categories [3] :
• Short-Term Load Forecast (STLF): The time-period of STLF lasts for few minutes, hours to one-day ahead or a week. STLF aims at economic dispatch and optimal generator unit commitment, while addressing real-time control and security assessment.
•
Mid-Term Load Forecast (MTLF):
The time-period of MTLF is a month to a year or two. MTLF aims at maintenance scheduling, coordination of load dispatch and price settlement so that demand and generation is balanced.
• Long-Term Load Forecast (LTLF): The time-period of LTLF is few years to 10-20 years ahead. LTLF aims at system expansion planning, i.e., generation, transmission and distribution. In some cases, it also affects the purchase new generating units.
In recent years, significance of short-term load forecast (STLF) has increased and it will continue because over-or under-estimate of load demand has a significant impact on the efficiency of operation of any electrical utility. Various operational decisions such as economic scheduling of the generating capacity, scheduling of fuel purchase and system security assessment are based on such forecasts [4] . Literature study reveals that short-term load forecasting has been extensively studied, and many load modeling and forecasting techniques have been developed [5] [6] [7] . These methodologies can be broadly classified into two categories: 1) Traditional STLF methods like time series, regression analysis and gray model, which is based on load patterns. 2) Non-traditional or modern STLF methods like fuzzy, neural networks and other intelligent load forecasting methods.
The scope of this paper is forecasting electrical load in short-term horizon using neural networks. Neural networkbased load forecasting is one of the most widely used nontraditional load forecasting methods, and it is evident from literature study [8] [9] [10] . Ref. [10] can be accessed for a complete review of different neural network-based methods developed lately. In short-term horizon, the challenge for planners is not only to forecast load but also to form an accurate picture of the day-ahead load. The day-ahead load includes point forecasts of the load in each hour and also acknowledges the precision, or lack hereof, associated with the forecasted value. This work addresses the uncertainty associated with day-ahead scheduling and error implication associated with this uncertainty.
An important question is:
What is the need of error and uncertainty analysis in short-term load forecasting? One of the vital inputs in short-term load forecast is weather data. Thus, it is evident that for day-ahead load forecast, use of weather forecast is the most viable option. There are high chances that online operation of weather forecast model introduces the associated error into load forecasting model. Chen et al. [11] performed a comprehensive study showing the significant effect of weather on load forecast. It can also impact the training of neural network as discussed by Yoo and Pimmel The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement No 608540 GARPUR project http://www.garpur-project.eu. The scientific responsibility rests with the authors. [12] . For our study, weather forecast error is not considered, rather a historical database of weather information is used to train the network. In this study, statistical properties of forecast errors are studied and performance analysis of neural networkbased model is performed by making comparisons to the normal distribution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses about the neural network-based load forecasting methodology. Forecast results are demonstrated in Section III. Section IV presents an in-depth learning of error analysis and uncertainty associated with forecasted results. Finally, section V concludes the paper.
II. NEURAL NETWORK-BASED SHORT-TERM LOAD FORECAST
The use of neural networks has been a widely studied electric load forecasting technique since 1990s [13] . The learning property of neural network in solving nonlinear and complex problems called for its application to forecasting problems. This is due to the fact that instead of relying on explicit rules or mathematical functions, neural networks draw a link between input and output data. Thus, in comparison to other traditional and non-traditional models, neural networks holds a good promise for the purpose of load forecasting. For our study, historical data for years 2010-2013 was used to forecast day-ahead load for 2014. The various input parameters for training data is illustrated in Fig. 1 . An exception in this study is that random disturbances, consumer class, and demand side management is not considered. This is because the primary aim of this work is to analyse error and uncertainty in forecasted value. In our study, the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization technique is used as it has one of the best learning rates when compared to the other available functions in forecasting problems [14] . The proposed model is a three-layered feedforward backpropagation network, as shown in Fig. 2 . The input layer comprises of 73 inputs, output layer is a 24-hour or day-ahead load forecast while choosing the hidden layer is tricky. The number of neurons in the hidden layer must be carefully chosen; too many neurons make the network overspecialized, leading to loss of generalizing capability. On the other hand, due to lack of enough hidden layer neurons, the network may find it difficult to learn the behavior of the series. For our study, the model was tested with varying number of hidden layer neurons, ranging from ten to fifteen. Fourteen neurons were finally used in our study because it offered a better model characteristic. Similarly, the neural-network weights are adjusted based on a comparison of the output and the target, until the network output matches the target. There are no specific defined rule for optimal selection of network layers and neurons to produce the better forecast results. But to keep things simple, three-layered architecture was chosen. Networks with more than one hidden layer are generally more complex.
Inputs:
Type of day (1 Another important feature is training of network. Number of epochs is vital for network training. Generally, the error reduces after more epochs of training, but might start to increase on the validation data set as the network starts overfitting the training data. For our study, best validation performance was observed at epoch 80, as seen in Fig. 3 . It can be deduced that the best performance is taken from the epoch with the lowest validation error, and it attained in less number of epochs.
III. FORECAST RESULTS
To assess the effectiveness of our proposed forecast methodology, the Neural Network toolbox in MATLAB [15] is used. The neural network data set is divided into two sets: first data set is used for training purpose of network and second data set is used for testing of forecasting results. First data set comprises of four years (2010-2013) 24-hourly load and weather data, that is used to train the network called training data set. Second data set comprises of targeted year (2014) 24-hourly load data, is considered as test data set. The forecasted results are compared with test data set, as shown in Fig. 4 . The solid red curve shows the hourly average demand over the date range (19/06/2014 -14/07/2014), while the blue curve shows the day-ahead load forecast for the same time period. A more detailed load profile showing load hourly load forecast for the same date range is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In order to model the statistical uncertainty information, large volumes of historical and real-time data are needed. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , a sliding window is used for acquiring continuous statistical information on system load. The timeframe can be tuned accordingly depending on forecast need. The forecast resolution is the time interval between two consecutive data records. The time horizon is the length of the look-ahead interval, and the forecast update interval is the time interval for updating the forecast. The structure is supported by a table of data requirements for STLF as shown in Table I . Hour-ahead load forecast 30min. 24hr
Real-time load forecast 5min. 1hr Fig. 7 illustrates the load profile of selected dates. It depicts that, in working days the load demand is much higher than the off days (Saturday and Sunday) due to higher social activities. This weekly pattern is repeated more or less throughout the year.
IV. ERROR IMPLICATION
In STLF, accurate load forecasts are very important because they determine scheduling of generation units for next day or maybe few hours ahead. Any error in forecast results in suboptimal commitment of generation unit in day-ahead market, which avoided by utilities. Forecast error, as seen in Fig. 8 , is defined as the difference between the actual load (LA) and the forecasted load (LF). It is evident from the figure that day-ahead load forecast error varies within the ±7% range. Few random overshoots in the range of +10% and -20% can be observed in the figure, which are excluded for error analysis. The uncertainty associated with the load forecast is one of the most influential factors influencing the resulting uncertainty. The normal distribution is amongst the most common method to describe load forecasting errors. It can be described by the first two statistical moments, namely mean and variance . The third and fourth moments, namely skewness and kurtosis, are often close to zero if the observed distribution is well represented by normal distribution. For error analysis and to check the efficiency of our neural network-based load forecasting method, two widely used performance metrics called Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and Coefficient of Variation (CV) are used. Considering two time series, actual load and forecasted load for time-series , the MAPE is defined as:
The coefficient of variation, also called relative standard deviation, measures the ratio of the forecasted error standard deviation to the signal mean . It is defined as:
In our study, following results are obtained:
Both, MAPE and CV are traditional relative error metrics traditionally reported in forecast-related literature although MAPE is more commonly reported. Following the traditional method of examining distributions, an error histogram is plotted as shown in Fig. 9 . The histogram is plotted with bin size of 100 so as to exclude the unwanted distribution and focus on large forecast errors. Few observations from the histogram are:
• The dotted line shows a normal distribution with the same mean and standard deviation as the forecasted errors.
• The observed error distribution is more peaked, with narrower shoulders and larger tails than the normal distribution assumption would suggest.
• One of the most critical features of the observed distribution is the negative mean bias, represented by a mean value of 62MW.
• Histogram shows that load forecast errors are not normally distributed.
• The actual load forecast error distribution has more mass around zero than what a normal probability density function (PDF) would predict. A solution to this anomaly is choosing the logistic distribution, as it proved to fit the data better. The actual distribution used to model load forecast uncertainty is not crucial as long as it accurately represents the data. In our error and uncertainty analysis, load forecast errors are summed for each dispatch interval in the past within a sliding window as shown in Fig. 6 . The sliding window size is selected to collect sufficient statistical information regarding the forecast errors. The information can be accumulated separately for each forecast horizon; for instance, for the hourahead forecast, two hours ahead forecast, and so on. Based on the collected statistics, the approach evaluates the percentile intervals (also called confidence intervals or uncertainty ranges) for each forecast horizon and different level of confidence. These intervals are assumed to be the same in the future dispatch interval; that is, for the next hour, the hour after that, and so on. It is used, in later part, to analyse the truncated normal distribution of load forecast error.
Based on the results obtained, intensive approaches for the uncertainty analysis of forecast errors is carried out in this study following the work on wind forecast uncertainty [16] . The two approaches are described below:
1. Distribution Fitting Approach: Distribution fitting is fitting of probability distributions, and based on assumptions about a specific standard form of random variables; for example, normal, uniform or Poisson distributions. Based on the standard distributions and selected set of its parameters, they assign probability to the event that the random variable takes on a specific, discrete value, or falls within a specified range of continuous values. In this case, the error distribution is not a normal distribution as seen in Fig. 8 . Hence, selecting a distribution model means choosing a standard probability distribution and then adjusting its parameters to fit the data. One solution to the above problem is fitting the error distribution data set with truncated normal distribution (TND). The PDF of such a truncated normal distribution is written as:
where, μ is the mean value of non-TND is the standard deviation of the non-TND a, b are upper and lower limits of the non-TND is the PDF of standard normal distribution is the CDF of standard normal distribution
The use of truncated normal distribution in wind forecast error has been reported in refs. [17] [18] . One of the many reasons to use truncated normal distribution is because though normal distribution is a good fit for our forecasted error data, for physical reasons it is known that data can never be negative. Also, the values of a normal distribution can, in theory, assume any value over the range from to + , which may lead to significant computational errors in situations where the distribution's outcomes are constrained. For error analysis, it is desirable to consider data within a particular range of interest as per the planner, which we might symbolize as [A,B], or [A,+ ), or (-,B], depending on the truncation we apply. The large forecasting error distribution could be represented by extending the range of the truncated normal distribution function, i.e., a larger range than the 99.95% confidence interval of as studied in ref. [19] . Accordingly, the modified load forecast error, shown in Fig. 10 ., is represented by a truncated normal distribution, in which the mean is the hourly power forecast and the standard deviation is 5% of the mean: where, Fig. 10 . Histogram of modified load forecast error 2. Empirical Probability Approach: Statistical analysis of load forecast error distribution using empirical probability approach is not studied extensively. Empirical probability is a type of non-parametric distribution that do not follow any standard probability distribution. In this approach, the models make no assumptions about the form of the underlying distribution, so no parameter estimates are needed [20] . An advantage of estimating probability distributions using the empirical modeling approach is that this procedure is relatively free of assumptions.
Compared to real-life with physical data, like load forecast error distribution, the empirical PDF is simply the histogram. Integrating the PDF using cumulative sum produces the empirical CDF. If a sample comes from a parametric distribution (such as a normal distribution), its empirical CDF will resemble the parametric distribution as in the case of load forecast error shown in Fig. 11 . If not, the empirical distribution still gives an estimate of the CDF for the distribution. As seen in the figure, the continuous and stairs empirical CDF overlap on each other, thus proving that the distribution is not very diverse. The confidence intervals are spaced evenly from empirical CDF. V. CONCLUSION A neural-network based load forecasting model was designed, implemented, trained with real data and results obtained with high degree of accuracy. A set of optimized weights and the associated biases after training the network from load data obtained from the power utility company were also obtained. The accuracy of the forecasts was verified by comparing the simulated outputs from the network. A single day was considered in demonstrating the accuracy of forecast model. Further, the forecasted load was analysed for error and uncertainty with various performance based statistical analysis tool. One important observation is that the error distribution does not follow a normal distribution. Hence, performance analysis was performed and results indicate that truncated normal distribution is a more accurate means of modeling the distribution.
